
mt-tRNA Results
Fig. 3 Mitochrondrial transfer RNA (mt-tRNA) across various stages of a maturation pathway on both IMgenius

(A) and ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) (B). Because IMgenius uses charge reduction, the RNA has

only a single charge, while on IM-MS the RNA carries 8 charges. The IM-MS collision cross section (CCS) values

on IM-MS are much lower than on IM-genius, suggesting additional compaction of the molecule and a possible

loss of solution conformation. IMgenius results do not have this compaction. Both instruments show the first

species as having the largest CCS and the second species as having the smallest CCS. On IMgenius the first is

species the differences between the first and second species is ~150 Å while on IM-MS there is only a ~45 Å
difference between the two species.
Fig. 4 mt-tRNA after stress with increasing ESI voltage. As ESI voltage increases from the ensemble becomes

more heterogenous, indicated by increase in 1/K and FWHM of the peak Nucleic Acids 

996bp/320kD EGFP mRNA (Trilink Biotechnologies),
3420b/1.1MDa Beta Gal mRNA (Trilink Biotechnologies), ~ 25

kDa 75-81mer mt-tRNA Leucine UUR maturation species (IDT),

and 4361bp/2.83MDa pBR322 DNA plasmid (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) samples were analyzed. Samples underwent

ammonium acetate (AmOAc) buffer exchange via P-6 desalting

columns (Bio-Rad) prior to infusion. Final sample concentration

ranged from 2.5nM-75nM.

AAVs
AAV Serotype 5 (Virovek) and AAV Serotype 8 (Virovek) were

analyzed. Samples underwent AmOAc buffer exchange with

Amicon Ultracell 30kDa molecular weight cutoff spin filters

(Millipore). Final sample concentration was 1e+13 gc/mL.

Summary
This charge-reduction ion mobility-based analytical technique

enables macromolecular characterization from small kilodalton

RNAs to megadalton nucleic acids and AAVs. Using a single

instrument, it was possible to evaluate the effect of shearing,

temperature, ESI voltage and pH on the stability of several

types of nucleic acids, including mRNA, tRNA and plasmid

DNA. The same bench-top instrument was used to quickly

screen native full and empty AAVs. In the future, this technique

will be applied to study native mRNA and other RNA/DNA-

based complexes as well as forced degradation of AAVs.
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Introduction
The recent global pandemic has further highlighted the impact of

nucleic acid-based and gene therapy modalities. Modalities such as

messenger RNA (mRNA), double stranded DNA plasmids, and

Adeno Associated Viruses (AAVs) are currently being used in

emerging gene and cell therapies. Historically, large moieties wit h

are challenging to analyze using traditional techniques due to

structural heterogeneity, ionization and detection limitations. Here, we

present a simple yet informative method to rapidly (<15 mins) screen

gently ionized nucleic acids ranging from 25kDa to 5 MDa in size with

extensive polydispersity and AAVs using a benchtop ion mobility

spectrometer.

Method

Charge-Reduced Electrospray 
The charge reducing process starts with electro spraying analyte ions

dissolved in volatile buffer that generate primary droplets carrying

analyte ions. These droplets are then charge reduced by an incoming

flow of bipolar air ions. Figure 1. A shows standard ESI droplets

(blue) compared to charge-reduced ESI droplets (grey).

After the charge reduced droplet evaporates, singly charged ions

remain (Figure 1. B). These singly charged ions are not

coulombically distorted and are able to maintain solution

conformation. Importantly, gas-phase charge reduction does not

require any added charge reducing agents.

Ion Mobility Spectrometry

IMgenius™, a simple bench-top atmospheric-pressure based ion

mobility spectrometer (IonDX, Inc.)(Figure 2.) was used to determine

the inverse mobility constant, or 1/K of singly charged electrospray

ions. 1/K can be used to calculate collision cross section (CCS). Ion

mobility spectra of intact nucleic acids were processed using the ION
Browser™ software. The benchtop ion mobility spectrometer

measures 32”x16”11” to easily fit in any lab space.
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Large Nucleic Acids Results
Fig. 5 Ion mobility spectra of 320 kDa mRNA at room temperature (RT) and after heating. RT mRNA

shows polydisperse ensemble with sub populations centered at 65 1/K and 110 1/K. As the sample is

heated the mobility spectra begins to change, the appearance of new material at < 50 1/K and the

decrease in peak height indicates formation of small fragments from the mRNA degrading.

Fig. 6 Ion mobility spectra of RT and heated plasmid DNA. RT DNA plasmid shows a symmetrical

distribution of conformations. A single, symmetrical peak suggests a relatively homogenous population.

The pBR322 plasmid is >90% supercoiled and is thus expected to have a single dominant conformation.

Ion mobility spectra of thermally stressed plasmid DNA sample shows a relatively stable sample with

some degradation beginning at 75 ° C and full degradation occurring around 90 ° C. These melting

temperatures align with published data stating that pBR322 plasmid partially unfolds at 73.4 ° C and

degrades fully at 88 ° C (Zubrzycki).

Fig. 7 Ion mobility spectra of shear stressed DNA . As shear cycles increase, 1/K values shift toward

larger size, indicating unfolding. After 10 shear cycles nearly all the dsDNA was fragmented, leading to a

new peak at 40 1/K.

Fig. 8 Ion mobility spectra of pH stressed DNA. Raising the pH caused unfolding, and a shift to larger 1/K

while lowering the pH led to molecular compaction, and a shift to lower 1/K.
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AAV Results 

Fig. 9 Ion mobility spectra of full and empty AAV5. The full

capsid is slightly more compact (1/K=343, or

diameter=26.33nm) than empty (1/K=353 or

diameter=26.68nm). This trend corroborates with prior particle

size distribution data from MALS (Cole).

Fig. 10 Ion mobility spectra of full and empty AAV8 shows that

the empty capsid (1/K=325.10 or diameter=25.5 nm) is slightly

more compact than the full capsid (1/K=346.96 or

diameter=26.4 nm ) This trend corroborates size distribution

data from NES GEMMA (Zoratto).
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